Virtual Reality Hazard Awareness
Module 2: Struck By, Caught Between

**Activities**

1. If a ladder falls on electrical cords, there is the _______ for _________if the cord is cut.

2. Look up! Be aware of _______________ materials.

3. Trips hazards (cords) should be ______ off the ground to avoid _____ and _____. This _______ a lot of problems.

4. Be aware of unfinished roofing during _______ seasons; frost can be on the _____ of a steel roof. ___ and _____ can fall from the roof.

5. Wind can blow through ____ and cause ______, _______ and __________ to blow over.

6. Always be aware of _______ ______ when working with machinery.

7. Operators may have ________; pay attention to ________

8. Working around machinery can be _______; ensure you are wearing proper __________ gear and attempt to make eye contact with the ______ whenever possible.

9. You must be properly ______ before operating any ______ on a job site.

10. Always know where overhead ______ and ______ is taking place; It is important to avoid it in the event of falling ______.
11. Weather _________ can affect if _______ ______ are opera-
ble or not.

12. When operating machinery, be aware of uneven ________ and
tip _______. When you are driving on uneven ground, a person
can be _______ from the ________.

Extra Credits

Discussion Questions:

• Identify a situation where a worker could be struck by or
cought between something on a worksite.
• When is red and yellow tape used on a worksite?
• What incidents are you aware of that resulted in a worker being
struck by or caught between? How could these incidents have
been avoided?